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Synopsis 
This thesis is addressed to solmng some challengmg questions relating to solutions of some 
very Important Partial Differential Equations which arise both in theory and practlce The 
thesis solves the important question (as t h ~ s  relates to Image processing as well) of whether 
the unique viscosity L~pschitz solution to the Dirichlet Problem for Laplaclan infinity in 
n-dimens~ons is C1, by showing that it has infact ~(~1l /~)-Holder  regularity In the process, 
the them obtatns a a fundamental result of a valld product structure between L~ functions 
and distributions in the convolution space O,!, wherein the Hormander product condltlon is 
not necessarily verified We demonstrate the profitable application of thls fact to non-linear 
PDEs The thesis obtalns the 'doubling phenomenon' in the Sobolev regularity, compared 
to the H1l2 'smoothing' of P L Lions eta1 for moments/ veloc~ty average of solutions to the 
Boltzmann transport equation (at + E v,)u = Q(u,u), the procedure to obtaln the ex- 
tra srnooth~ng on a scale of Sobolev exponents uses a novel method of allowing a principal 
axes transformation on the veloclty variable [ The them also obtains the cancellation of 
the propagation of a newly formed singularity m some seml-linear hyperbolic problems by 
second order F'uchs~an perturbation Techniques of linear PDEs and methods of Microlocal 
Analysls have been used for the above solutlon procedures The thesis also obtains new prop- 
agation results for the pseudodifferential operator class MAID = tD; + X(x, D,) Dt + P ( X ,  D,) 
under the 'interaction cond~tion' WF(X) n WF(P) # 4 Microlocal arguments are also given 
for a unification procedure under which the 'reduction theorems' of M Kuranishl and Ju V 
Egorov are naturally related 
The following papers are written based on the materlal embodled in this thesis 
1 (With Dr B R Nagaraj ) C(121/3)-regulanty in the Dirichlet problem for A, (sub- 
I mltted for publication) 
2 (With Dr B R Nagaraj ) Propagation and Cancellation of Singularitles in a class of 
Fuchsian operators and their Perturbations (Subm~tted for pubhcation) 
3 ( Wlth Dr B R Nagaraj ) On dlstr~butlon products without Hormander's condltlon 
and apphcations to non-lmear PDEs (Subm~tted for Publication) 
4 ( Wlth Dr B R Nagaraj ) Microlocal Non-Ell~ptic Regularity in the Moments of Solu- 
t ~ o n  to the Boltzmann %ansport Equatlon (Subm~tted for publication) 
5. (With Dr B R Nagaraj) On the l~nk  between the reduction theorems of Kuranishl 
and Egorov m Microlocal Analysls (Submitted for publication) 
